Calling Inspection Bodies

The Govt of Gujarat is looking for third party inspection bodies for monitoring of infrastructure projects under Assistance to states for developing export Infrastructure & Allied Activities (ASIDE) Scheme in the state of Gujarat in the following areas:

1. Physical Infrastructure (Water, Transport, Road, Communication),
2. Common facilities for fuel/ gas supply system, effluent treatment, solid waste disposal, product design, captive power generation
3. Information and communication Technology Infrastructure (ICT)
4. R&D Infrastructure
5. Quality Certification & Benchmarking Centre
6. Common facilities centre
7. Information dispersal/ international marking infrastructure
8. ICT–Induction & process, re-engineering & management cluster association

Interested inspection bodies may apply with the following information:

A. Name of Inspection Body for carrying out third party inspection along with profile including technical areas of inspection, resources available in each area and offices in India as well as in Gujarat and experience of inspection of infrastructure projects
B. Accreditation/Recognition, if any
C. Scope of Accreditation/Recognition with details
D. Validity of Accreditation/Recognition
E. Rs. 10,000/- as Fees for registration & processing charge to be paid by DD only in the name of Director, EQDC, Payable at Gandhinagar,

The desirous inspection bodies will be required to undergo a short assessment by QCI at their own expense for which they may contact

Anil Jauhri
Adviser, NABC
Quality Council of India (QCI)
2nd Floor, Institution of Engineers Building
2, Bahadur Shah Zafar Marg, New Delhi - 110002
Tel : +91-11-23379321/9260/0567/8057
Fax: 011-23379621, Email: adviser@qcin.org

The Inspection Bodies will be provisionally registered for one year during which they must obtain formal accreditation as per International standard ISO 17020 from NABC under Quality Council of India (QCI)

Third party inspection for maintaining the quality shall be carried out as per National / international standards.

L.S. Sharma, Director
Electronics & Quality Development Centre
B-177/178 GIDC Electronics Estate, Sector – 25, Gandhinagar- 382024,
Ph 079-23287120/22/23/24, Fax 23287121, md@eqdc.in